Coding system
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) association between potentially confounding factors and risk of ASD, ADHD, or ID. The covariates were first examined in a generalized estimating equation (GEE) model to examine their relationship with the different outcome diagnoses in the GEE models with logit link clustered on maternal identification number (Unadjusted; green circles). This model was adjusted only for sex and birth year. A model including all covariates (Mutually Adjusted; blue triangles) was then used to understand the relationship between each covariate and each outcome after consideration of all other potential covariates. Finally, to examine a covariate´s association with the different outcome diagnoses after consideration of maternal anemia diagnosis and other covariates, maternal anemia diagnosis was added to these models (Mutually Adj + Anemia; red squares). ( 
